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dashboard, even though I've tried to delete it. 170988 (10/15/2009) been
born of a man... David, of blessed memory, was one of the most sterling

characters that ever existed in this very town. Nothing could take the heart
out of him -- he set his heart on doing a good act.' References Sources Garry

W. Robertson, The History of the Royal Grand Opera House, Melbourne,
Laurie Williams, Opera: A Biography of the World's Great Operas, Methuen
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operasI have a tendancy to collect all my old clothes that no longer fit, and
then donate them to charity. I have a very nice friend who is also a closet

packrat like me, but she will only donate her clothes if they are COMPLETELY
worn out, I would be able to donate them to any thrift store, as long as they

were completely worn out, including the tags. It is quite an operation. I would
have to scrub down the clothes, add or remove whatever I want to keep,

wash and dry them, make sure they are sorted, add any extras like buttons
and iron them, etc. But, I have a large closet and I have been doing this for
years, I just do not want to go through the whole operation of going to the

thrift store and "handing over" my old clothes, as if it was a different person
who had given them away. So, if your donation is for a non profit, I would still

have to have all the tags removed, by a professional. I think I would
appreciate it much more, because I know you would not be donating an

entire room full of your belongings to charity, and you would not be donating
your old clothes that were still in good condition, to any thrift store. Hope this
helps.Carnitine enhances proliferation of myoblasts from dysferlin deficient
Becker muscular dystrophy patients. In muscular dystrophy (MD), skeletal

muscle cell (myotube) loss is often accompanied by muscle fibrosis, resulting
in progressive loss of functional capacity. One hypothesis proposes that

accumulation of
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Python Pandas : Exclude certain columns in groupby function I have a
dataframe having 2 columns: UserId and ProductId. Every two userIds have a

common productId. For some users, I have a lot of productIds (some are
specific to that user), and for some other users, only a handful of productIds.

How do I perform a group by function that will take into account this fact?
Right now I am doing something like this, but it is not grouping by userId: def
count_product_by_user_id(df, key): count = df[key].value_counts(sort=False)

return count df['totalCount'] =
df.groupby(['UserId'])[['ProductId']].transform(count_product_by_user_id)

Some sample data: ProductId | UserId 1 | 0 1 | 1 1 | 2 2 | 1 2 | 2 3 | 0 3 | 1 3 |
2 3 | 3 Is it possible to have something like the following? This does not work.

ProductId | UserId 1 | 1
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